
Volar Chandelier 
5062 - INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 
 
 
 
 
 
Thank you for your Fuse Lighting purchase. Installation should be done by a professional electrician 
and two assistants. Please read instructions completely prior to installation. These installation 
instructions are intended as a reference guide only. Unique site conditions may require installer to 
deviate from installation steps listed. 

 
**This fixture will require an allen key for installation (not included)** 

 

ONE - SECURE MOUNTING PLATE TO CEILING 

 Remove finished blindmount screws from sides of canopy and remove mounting plate. Set 
blindmount screws aside in safe location. 

 Secure mounting plate over J-box, using two J-box screws.  

 

TWO - INSTALL FIXTURE 

 Note: If your fixture was shipped in multiple pieces due to custom OAH, please see 
supplementary diagram for stem assembly. 

 Wire chandelier to J-box and mount canopy over mounting plate with blindmount screws. 
 Note: An assistant will be required to support the fixture so the stems remain as vertical as 

possible during installation. 

 

THREE - ADJUST ARMS 

 Unwrap and remove all packing material from arms. 
 Carefully swing all arms outwards so that each arm is perpendicular to center cluster. 
 Locate decorative allen screws in hardware packet. Using an allen key (not provided), lock 

each arm into place with allen screw at the front of each arm, just below the center cluster.  

 

FOUR - ADD BULBS 

 Bulbs are provided as a one-time courtesy when in stock. If recommended bulbs are not 
available when your order is complete, fixture will ship without bulbs. This is to avoid delays 
in shipping. 

 We may offer the following bulb types with LOW VOLTAGE wiring, depending on client 
specification: 

o JC Halogen bi-pin bulbs (Do not touch bulbs with bare hands. Oils from hands will ruin 
bulbs. Please install with cotton gloves.) 

o LED compatible for Halogen bi-pin sockets. 
 


